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PLEASE NOTE OUR PPG NEW EMAIL ADDRESS

ON YOUR BIKE

richmondmcppg@nhs.net

GPs will now be able to enrol overweight patients into bicycle
membership schemes under a new NHS drive to tackle heart
disease?

IS IT TRUE OR FALSE

The scheme is part of the health service’s aim to get more people
fit and active through exercise, reducing the risk of heart disease.

1. F irstborn children have higher IQ scores than
their younger siblings.
					
True [ ]
2. All blue-eyed people have a common ancestor.
					
True [ ]
3. The visible spectrum that humans can see is vast.
					
True [ ]
4. Certain people are more accident-prone than others.
					
True [ ]
5. Hair helps us hear.
					
True [ ]
6. Humans require pure oxygen to breathe.
					
True [ ]
7. Usually, children need more calories than adults.
					
True [ ]
8. Humans use electricity when they think.
					
True [ ]

False [ ]
False [ ]
False [ ]
False [ ]
False [ ]
False [ ]
False [ ]
False [ ]

The first correct answers sent to our PPG email address or
handed into reception by 31st July will receive a small prize.
Make sure you add the Date, Name and Telephone No.
Winner and answers in issue Newsletter No.15

OUR PPG NEEDS YOU.

The scheme is being tested by GP practices in Cardiff using the
city’s Nextbike bicycle-share scheme as part of a prescription.
The new initiative enables doctors to offer patients 30-minute hire
sessions for six months at no cost.
A recent study showed cycling regularly can cut the chances of
developing heart disease by as much as 46 percent, while it can
reduce cancer risks by 45 percent.
It was also found that even a small amount of cycling can cut the
risk of both heart disease and cancer by 36 percent and 32 percent,
respectively.
The study also showed the UK was behind other European nations
in terms of frequent exercise carried out.
It showed 3 percent of commuters cycle to work and 11 percent
walk, one of the lowest rates in Europe.
Dr Tom Porter of Cardiff and Vale University Health Board and
Public Health Wales said: ‘It is recommended that adults are active
for at least 150 minutes every week, but many people feel that 150
minutes is simply too difficult to fit into their busy schedules.
Yahoo News
(ED. With all the traffic on the road, I wonder if it woud be safer
and cheaper to get an exercise bike. What’s your opinion?)

There are currently two vacancies for new members to join the
Steering Group, could you be one of them?
The role is not very onerous, we only meet every other month
for about 90 minutes but you will have the opportunity to have a
significant input to the operation of the PPG.
If you are interested or require more information please contact
us through our email address and we will respond directly to you.

ATTENDANCES May 2019
94.5%

ARTICLES WANTED

NEXT PPG MEETING DATE
Thursday 18th July 2019 at 11.30am

If there is anything you would like to see in this newsletter or you
want to contribute an article please contact us on the email below:
richmondmcppg@nhs.net we will be only too pleased to print it.
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HOSPITALS TO BAN BACON:
Doctors warn its as dangerous as asbestos
DOCTORS want bacon butties banned from hospitals who say the
meat is as dangerous as asbestos.
Other favourites that could be a thing of the past in hospital
canteens are bangers and mash and all-day breakfasts.
It comes as experts say that eating bacon is “as likely to cause
cancer as asbestos”.

‘Wear sunglasses at night’
“The Sun Newspaper” reports on new Dutch research which claims
that teenagers struggling to sleep should wear sunglasses in bed to
filter out the blue light emitted from their phones and computers.
Scientists in Amsterdam found that after just one week, adolescents
wearing the glasses were less tired and able to concentrate more
easily. The team plans to investigate whether adults would reap
similar benefits.

PRACTICE NEWS

Supporters of ‘Give Bacon The Boot’ campaign want to see it
removed from menus.

New Sign: If you have visited the Surgery recently you may have
noticed our new sign. (See photo below)

Dr Charlotte Houtram, an anaesthetist, said: “Bacon is in the same
category as asbestos as far as its potential to cause cancer.”
Dr Shireen Kassam The Plant-based Health Professionals group are
highlighting the dangers of processed meats.

Dr Foo is leaving the practise.
Dermatology Clinic Due to start in July
Kay Lane receptionist starts this month

Founder Dr Shireen Kassam said: “The NHS spends millions treating
cancer, heart disease and type 2 diabetes.

75% of patients are now online at Richmond MC

“Why serve food that can cause life-threatening conditions?
Hospitals will argue healthier options are available, but there’s no
safe limit with processed meat.
In the UK there are more than 23,000 cancer cases each year linked
to eating processed meats like bacon and ham.
Research from Oxford University has shown that even a small
amount of red and processed meat - like a rasher of bacon a day,
increases the risk of bowel cancer.
It is thought that chemicals involved in the processing could be
increasing the risk while high temperature cooking, like barbecues,
also create carcinogenic chemicals.
Cancer Research UK’s Emma Shields said: “This study shows the
more meat you eat, the higher your risk of getting cancer and
obviously the reverse is true – the less you eat the less likely you
are to get bowel cancer.”
(Ed. Another food that’s not good for you! - What’s your opinon?)

X

A trial taking place at University Hospitals Birmingham NHS
Foundation Trust (UHB) could lead to changes in how people are
instructed to deliver CPR by ambulance telephone operators.
The DIRECT study recruited 330 people, and measured how well they
performed CPR on a manikin based on different sets of instructions.
CPR, which involves pressing down on someone’s chest if they have
a cardiac arrest, helps to keep blood circulating around the body.
999 operators instruct people how to do this over the phone if they
have not received training or are unsure how to do it.
The trial, which mainly took place at Heartlands and Solihull
hospitals, was open to anyone who had not delivered CPR in the
last two years.
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CPR TRIAL

Good
2 February 2017

he trial was led by Keith Couper, Critical Care Outreach Practitioner,
who said: “The trial compared three sets of instructions. The results
suggest that the best instruction to give was ‘press hard and fast’,
as this made people more likely to press down quickly and firmly
enough.
“We found that the other instructions to press approximately, or
press at least, 5cm or 2 inches were less likely to lead to effective
CPR.
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